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April 2022
April 6—Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom
April 7-10—Spring SWS Section
Meeting hosted by Phoenix 99s. (See
page 3 for details.)
April 9—Fly-in KUDD 11:30am
April 20—General Meeting 7pm at
Jessica Gailing’s (Yant’s) house. ——>
May 4—Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom
May 15—OC 99s’ Scholarship
application deadline (See page 2 for
details.)
June 1—Business Meeting 6pm via
Zoom

April General Meeting
Our next general meeting will be an Aviation
Movie Night! It will be held Wednesday April
20th at 6:30pm at Jessica Gailing's (Yant’s) house
in Costa Mesa.
Feel free to bring a small dish or a favorite
beverage. Also, please plan ahead by packing your
chairs and/or blankets.
Please RSVP to Jenn4dub@gmail.com no later
than April 17th. Location will be sent with RSVP.
Just in case you’d like to read the previews, we
will be choosing from one of the following
movies:
Fly Like a Girl
Wings for Maggie Ray
Silver Wings, Flying Dreams: The Complete Story
of the Women Airforce Service Pilots

Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The
Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women
Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to
quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!" OUR MISSION — The
NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF
WOMEN PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our
unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Orange County Ninety-Nines
Scholarships
The Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines
International Organization of Women Pilots is offering
up to three scholarships to local women. The number of
scholarships awarded is dependent upon the amount of
funding available.
In 2022, the chapter will award three scholarships
honoring our chapter Ninety-Nines, Trudy Briscoe,
Linda Eldridge and Shirley Tanner.
The scholarships are to be used by the recipients towards an
advanced rating or training to further their pursuit in aviation.
Each scholarship is $3,000 and can be applied towards Private
Pilot Certificate, advanced ratings or towards Airframe and
Powerplant (A&P) advancement.
Orange County 99s Aviation Scholarship applications are
available on our website at www.OC99s.org.

Missy’s Epic Adventure ~Jennifer Walinowicz
For our March general meeting, we were treated to a chat with Missy Lee, owner of Alaska Floats and Skis at
AK8. A little into the meeting, Missy’s partner on the flight (who also was the DPE who completed her Private
Pilot check ride), Carol, joined the Zoom and it was no longer a secret how these two women could enjoy flying
almost 2,800 miles together averaging 100mph. The two of them were a hoot! Our members were able to hear
about the long cross-country flight the pair took in Missy’s Piper Tri Pacer, flying from Talkeetna Alaska to
Pagosa Springs, Colorado. Missy was a student pilot at the time (now a private pilot, congrats Missy!), so she
talked about all the challenges she faced taking on such an epic journey as a newer pilot. Carol is a professional
pilot with a couple decades’ worth experience, most of it flying in Alaska. Missy talked of the unique
challenges she’s faced incorporating her training while owning and operating a business, and how much she has
learned and perhaps more importantly how much she’s experienced since relocating her airplane to Colorado
for the winter.
Some of the things Missy and Carol brought up were the
emergency equipment they had onboard, how they planned their
routing, as well as the fun (and very unique) experiences they had
flying and waiting out weather in small Canadian cities. These
ladies said they never experienced a 100% perfect day for flying,
whether it was due to ceilings, winds, temperatures, etc. They had
to make many decisions where they sacrificed comfort when the
day allowed for flying (Missy-0 Rough Air-2, yikes!). Carol also
mentioned how the Canadian weather forecasts were less than
stellar. All in all, these ladies shared a memorable trip flying
above the AlCan highway, and we were all able to take away
some insight about flying a long trip over some seriously desolate
areas in the winter.
If you were unable to attend, you can catch the fun that took place over our
recorded Zoom by clicking on the link below:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13cBXgcSzs6TxbAPxI4Py5ZA3CdzABfIr/view?usp=sharing

My First Dual Cross-Country

~Alex Strand

After a long month of waiting for the weather to cooperate, I was finally able to do my
first dual cross country!
I flew from John Wayne Airport to Ramona in a Cessna 172. I took the coastal route
there and it was a beautiful, clear day to fly over the ocean.
I was a little overwhelmed with having to keep track of everything on the NAV logs and
talking to ATC at the same time.
Once I got to Ramona, I did a few touch-and-gos then departed back for John Wayne.
Overall, it was an amazing experience!
Since then, I have flown to Ramona a second time and just flew to French Valley, my
first non-towered airport.
The second flight to Ramona was a lot easier because I knew what I was supposed to be
doing. I was able to enjoy the flight and the amazing views a little bit more.
I am looking forward to completing my cross-countries in the upcoming weeks and am
very excited about getting my PPL soon!
See you in the skies!
Alex Strand

A Newly Licensed Pilot

~Avery Lalor

My name is Avery Lalor, I am 21 years old, and I am a newly licensed private pilot.
I had a long and crazy process to get to where I am today, but it was all worth it. I
started my training at John Wayne Airport and I was there for a while, but the
training center that I was flying out of was overcharging me and holding me back;
the instructor I had there was also simply inappropriate. I chose to leave there
around the time that COVID first settled in the US. I then did not fly for a little over
a year, which deeply saddened me; but I eventually climbed back into the saddle and
began flying out of Long Beach. I found a great instructor and my training was
going quite well, but then I transferred from the local community college I was at to
San Jose State University. I then had to get another instructor while in San Jose.
My instructor was definitely a good instructor, yet she canceled on me countless
times for personal reasons, so my progress was definitely falling behind. It got to
the point where I was stressing about getting my license because I never thought I
would finish and complete my checkride by the end of the semester, which was my goal. I went back to
Southern California over winter break and finished out my training for my private pilot’s license at Long Beach.
My instructor had me well-prepared and I was studying non-stop. On the day of my checkride, the weather was
perfect except for the winds. We had to fly to another airport to take my checkride, and the winds were gusting
up to 24 knots and there were even NOTAMs for low-level windshear. We decided that it would be best that I
complete the oral portion of the checkride and then do the flying portion on another day. I completed the oral
and then the winds started to die down, so I considered flying because I
desperately wanted to get the checkride over with. My instructor, the
examiner, and I kept checking the weather to see if it would be good enough
to fly, but the winds were not changing much. We went outside to really see
what the winds were like and it seemed as though they were calming down.
If I went up with the examiner, I could discontinue the test at any point, and
since the winds were not as bad, I decided to go up with the examiner. The
winds had finally become much more calm until the moment we were
cleared to take off. I knew the second that I rotated that I did not want to
continue with the test anymore, so I completed one takeoff and one landing,
which the examiner expressed that he was impressed with those two items
and told me that the takeoff and the landing that I did would at least count as
things he could check off as done for the practical. I have never done a more
perfect landing in my life until that day, which was so odd because the
conditions were intense that day. Then, a few days later I continued the
checkride and passed, which was such an amazing moment. At first, I
was not sure if I had passed or not because the examiner stepped out of
the plane and told me to meet him inside. We did the briefing and then he
said nothing else. I anxiously asked him, “So did I pass?” and he replied,
“Oh, yeah sorry. You did pass”. That was a pretty stressful moment, but
it was such a relief to hear that I had passed and that he deemed me safe
enough to fly by myself and with passengers. After that, I got to take up
some of my family like my mom and my sister, and now I am back in San
Jose training to get my instrument rating. It was definitely a wild journey
getting to where I am today, but I can’t wait to see where this great career
takes me next!

My IFR Rating Journey

~Cindy Morris

Hello Ladies,
After earning my private pilot license in June 2021, I really wanted to commit to aviation and make it a career. I
searched and went to many schools to get information in California, and out of state. The one that stood out because of
their atmosphere and airplanes was Sling Pilot Academy in Torrance California.
They have Sling 2 aircraft, which are light sport that are technically advanced. I knew going from gyroscopic to PFD,
Garmin X3, G5, and Garmin 650 would help me on my instrument rating; so I decided to go all in and start full time
training on the 15th of November 2021.
With only 85 total hours and roughly 12 hours of XC PIC, I knew the days were going to be long; but I kept pushing and
made it happen. I earned my IFR rating on March 14th, 2022.
The first month I was focused on getting the written exam out of the way. It consisted of roughly 1,400 questions of
which they will ask you 60. I was also practicing holds and DME arcs to complete the first phase check.
Due to many long nights and a lot of self-study, I passed both the IFR and CFII written exams in mid-December.
Christmas and two weeks of weather didn’t allow me to fly much after that; so I practiced my holds and DME arcs on a
Red Bird Advanced Aviation Training Device. (Another 50 hours of training on it will add on to the total 250 hours I need
for the commercial license and it’s very good to keep your instrument skills fresh if you can’t fly.) Unfortunately, the
Sling 2 cannot fly into clouds. And with a weight of 1,400 lbs. I wouldn’t want to get into any either…
After mastering holds and DME Arcs, which was not easy, I practiced a lot of holds using GPS, VORs, and intersections
around the practice area. My instructor even created her own waypoint and with all that training I passed my phase
check in early January. Then, we started building XC time! I had waited and trained hard to get to that point because I
needed a total of 50 hours of XC PIC, and I was bummed out that the XC I did for my private with my instructor didn’t
count. But, on the flip side, I could do part of my commercial requirements (100 NM DAY and NIGHT, 300 NM long XC)
with a lot more approaches to different airports and the IFR XC, which consisted of 250 NM PIC XC total time landing
using three different navaids at three locations.
For the IFR XC I initially planned to go from Torrance to San Bernadino and Brown Field; but, unfortunately, there was an
Airmet Tango that ruined that plan. So, we flew to Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, and back to Torrance. This was a
total of 4.5 hours and we stocked up on snacks at the ACI Jet FBO in KSBP and landed at Torrance at night. It was a
wonderful trip and I highly recommend that FBO, they even offer a car to go into town. We had dinner at a nice brewery
and on another flight there we had lunch at a Greek place.
Another one of the most amazing trips I have had was the long 300 NM XC to Half Moon Bay and San Luis Obispo. It was
definitely my longest so far, an 8.5 total hour flight. That trip was delayed because the aircraft we were going to take
initially had maintenance issues; so we had to wait for another one and we took off later in the morning. Leaving at 11
landing at KHAF around 4pm the cafeteria on the field had shut down so we decided to go to KSBP and get the car to
drive in town for a warm meal and then fly back to Torrance.
In my three years in the states, I have flown over many roads and cities that I haven’t driven yet and I am grateful to be
able to see the beautiful green NorCal like I did on that trip. Monterey bay, Big Sur, and so much more.
Between these long XC flights, I flew during the weekends and I continued mastering the flow of setting up for
approaches between Torrance, Long Beach, Fullerton, and Hawthorn, as well as many other airports I needed to fly to,
such as, Montgomery FIeld, Riverside, Ramona (we climbed to 9,000 feet on this one!), San Bernardino, and Palomar.
In conclusion, I started on November 15th, 2021 and ended showing up for my IFR checkride with 201 PIC time + 52
hours of Simulator, and of these, 51 were XC PIC and 26 hours at night. I flew over 150 hours in just 4 months! Crazy,
right?

The day of my checkride I was surprisingly not nervous. I really knew I had what it takes to demonstrate my skills
needed to track VORs, ILS glide slopes, enter a hold, and so much more! So, I had a lot more self-confidence than I did
for my private, for sure.
On the checkride, ATC vectored us and made us hold over Seal Beach VOR for over 15 minutes; and since there was too
much traffic, we did all three approaches with modifications to meet the ACS requirements so he could evaluate my
skills at Torrance. I was so happy that after 2.0 hours of flying time and 1.5 hours of oral, I had obtained my IFR rating on
Monday March 14th, 2022!! One day shy of four exact months since I began.
All of this wouldn’t have happened without my amazing instructor Megan Kojima, the support of many of you sisters in
this chapter, and my buddies I made at Sling that are on the same journey with me, like Lauren Okimoto (she is joining
our chapter so you will hear from her soon).
I really appreciate you all so much!

Dinner with Megan at Solvang on a
night XC to Santa Ynez.

Marine Layer over KTOA

Sunset flights over PV, on my way to do a
night XC to Montgomery.

XC to KCRQ and getting set up for the
practice approach ILS into KTOA.

Queen Mary and Palos Verdes
practice area

XC to Riverside in a Sling 2 for the first time.

Multi Engine Odyssey

~ Jennifer Walinowicz

Prior to commencing my training for my commercial multi-engine add-on, I thankfully had not really
experienced long delays in flight training due to anything outside of weather. Planes were almost always
available, I was lucky to find a DPE that fit my time schedule, and the airplanes had never really broken down
around scheduled training days or a check ride.
I kind of wish some delays would have happened…maybe my luck would have
been more evenly distributed! I have lately come to think of my journey to
obtaining my multi engine as a sort of Odyssey: I tried to begin with Diane M.
and the Seminole; but sadly between maintenance and a time constraint on my
end (I need this rating for my Aviation Degree, with transfer credits due by late
March), we could not make it work, try as we might. After holding out to train
with Diane as long as I could, I ended up transferring to Sling to meet my
deadline. This meant a change in aircraft, a change in instruction, and a change
in pace. Luckily, I had another pilot from Civil Air Patrol join me for the course
so we could ride backseat for each other’s lessons, giving more time to process
the training. The plan was to get in and finish everything within a week:
Ground, flight training, check ride, all of it. After meeting the new airplane I’d
be flying, the Italian Twin Tecnam p2006t, we went straight to flying. The
night before, we had studied for hours, combing the manual and writing down questions for clarification and
going over multi-engine theory.
Due to the limited time frame for training, most of our training days were spent flying with 16-24kt winds at
Torrance. While not ideal to have such strong winds for training, I was glad later on to have the experience in
stronger winds. Mid-week, one of the two Twin Tecnams was pulled from the line for maintenance, leaving just
one twin and two airplane’s worth of students scheduled. On Friday, February 25, my check ride began with 3.5
hours of oral questions. After making it through that, we went out to the airplane for the preflight. During the
preflight, the examiner grabbed the POH and quizzed me on more knowledge items. We finally took off and on
the ground roll he “failed” one engine, causing an aborted takeoff, then we
continued and-What do you know? – I “lost an engine” again on crosswind. After
pitching for “blue line” and turning downwind, then turning midfield, I regained
my engine and it was off to the practice area. We were only able to get through a
few maneuvers before having to turn back, and my check ride would be continued
at a later date. The following week, I tried to finish my check ride on Saturday,
March 5th, with a new DPE as the other wasn’t available, but the winds went from
19g24 to 22g35! No way would I attempt a single engine approach in those
conditions. Finally, the third time was indeed the charm, because on March 16th, I
finally completed my commercial multi-engine add-on with my third DPE. As I
came in for landing with my single engine ILS for 29R, ATIS called winds
250@16g23; Sporty ‘til the end, I was thankful we trained in high winds!
As they say, everything happens for a reason. My final DPE and I unknowingly share some aviation ties. He
works out of the same Minnesota FSDO as my initial-commercial DPE, and he also knew all my favorite people
at the FBO out there (where I fly in the summer). I was very happy to finish this long Odyssey with someone
from “home”.
Last, but certainly not least, I am so grateful to all of the members of our chapter for the incredible support, for
the honor of this scholarship that enabled me to complete this add-on, and especially to Diane for the mentoring
and help with my multi-engine. While I was disappointed to not be able to fly with her for training, I’m thankful
for all the advice and coaching. Receiving the scholarship in honor of Shirley Tanner, the woman responsible
for introducing Diane to The Ninety-Nines, was a pretty fantastic honor. I am excited to pay it forward to new
and aspiring pilots.

An update from our 2021 Orange County Ninety-Nines’
Linda Eldridge Scholarship winner, Minfei Chen!
____________________________________________________

In May 2021, my CFI training started with an experienced CFI, Alex Contreras,
at LA Flight Academy. Alex is an extremely patient and kind instructor who
welcomed me into a very warm and friendly community. After months of
lessons and studying, I was finally signed off to take my FAA CFI checkride.
On the day of my checkride, I was nervous, but also excited (although some of
it might have been the coffee). When I knew I passed the checkride, I felt like I
was on top of the world. Now I feel that there is nothing I cannot achieve. The
experience of learning how to teach opened a door to a new world. Flying is
even more fun when I am teaching someone how to fly. Thank you for your
generosity in giving me this scholarship. It has greatly helped me along the
way!
When I started my training for Certified Flight Instructor (CFI) I kept a journal
to keep track of my thoughts and progress. Here are a few entries I selected to
represent my journey. Enjoy! -Minfei Chen
6/11/2021
Key Words: Regulations
Ground Lesson (Zoom)
Went over Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) definitions. I need to get familiar with this resource book unless I
want to memorize every single thing about flying! I am finding zoom ground lessons to be fast and efficient - I
don’t have to commute which saves time.
7/9/2021
Key Words: First Lesson Plan
Ground Lesson (Zoom)
Been meeting over zoom 4x per month. Today we went over airspace - prohibited airspace is like an employee’s
only door and restricted airspace is like a park that has a gate. Now I’m also practicing giving lessons on my own
and reminding myself to keep it simple and understandable.
9/2/2021
Key Words: Airworthiness
Ground Lesson (Zoom)
Lots of technical stuff about when an airplane is allowed to fly. When our cat has been rolling in the dust, I joke
with my husband that the cat is not “bedroom worthy.” Ground lessons will end soon and I’m looking forward to
getting back into a plane and actually flying!
11/17/2021
Key words: Stalls, Lessons
Practice areas: Agoura Hills

I demonstrated 5 kinds of stalls…they went pretty well. I played the role of instructor and went through the lesson
of how to do all five stalls. Almost there - my instructor had to give suggestions on how to improve one of the five
stalls. I’ll get this soon.
1/20/2022
Key Words: Assertive, Pressure
Practice Areas: Agoura Hills
My instructor does some role playing today - he will at times get impatient or pushy and I have to stay assertive and
be in command of the plane. I feel stressed and nervous, but when I went home I thought about it more and felt
more prepared to handle that kind of pressure.
1/25/2022
Key Words: Persistence
Practice Areas: Agoura Hills
During the flight I made mistakes and I’m close to my check ride so that makes me stressed. I tell myself that no
one needs to help me and I can keep talking and make the flight lesson work. Thoughts of giving up bounce around
in my head, but I don’t let negative thoughts stay with me very long. If I’m teaching a student, I just need to
understand and explain my own mistakes and not stress about the perfect flight.
3/11/2022
Key Words: Maneuvers, Practice
Practice Areas: Long Beach
Practiced maneuvers (8s on Pylons, Lazy 8s, Chandelles, Slow Flight, and a Short Field Landing) in Long Beach on
my own to get ready for the check ride. Feeling like I’m just running through what I already know and looking for
little things to improve.
At Van Nuys did some airport hopping to get used to landing at new airports. Went to Whiteman, Burbank and
Van Nuys. Van Nuys closed a runway for construction, so I might have to land at a new airport during the check
ride.
3/13/2022
Key Words: Checkride Day
Practice Areas: Agoura Hills
The examiner role-plays as a student and I play the role of instructor. They flew the plane for most of my check
ride. The experience was very fun - during training I was flying and explaining at the same time but here I got to
focus on explaining and playing the role of mentor.
After the engine shut down (after landing there’s taxi), I’m congratulated for passing the check ride! Right away
I’m asked about where I’d like to work or what my future plans are. I’m hoping to start working soon as a flight
instructor.
I’m grateful to everyone who had a role in helping me get to this point. My flight instructor Alex Contreras. My
family and friends for support. All my piloting friends I’ve made along the way. Finally, the OC 99s for their
encouragement and financial support through the Linda Eldridge Memorial Scholarship. I hope you enjoyed my
journal entries!

Planting Seeds for Yuma

~Jennifer Walinowicz

It seems appropriate after the
whirlwind weekend we had in
Yuma to make reference to a
main source of industry in
Yuma: Agriculture. Celia will
mention how important Yuma
is to the world with all the
leafy greens coming out of the
city in winter, but how did we
end up there? The answer is:
Mrs. Monie Pease.
It all started with the 2021
Fall Southwest Section
Meeting: I had somehow messed up my registration, and was in search of rescue in
the eleventh hour. After reaching out to Pat Chan, I was referred to NWS member
Monie, who could no longer attend. Sad for her, but thankful to attend, I gratefully
bought her registration. We did a little bit of emailing back and forth, and then
Monie suggested (kind of out of the blue!) a fly-in to Yuma. As most of you know,
mention fly-in and I’m sold. It didn’t take much selling on her part, and before
long we were discussing all the things one could do in Yuma, from kayaking the
Colorado River to enjoying a Farm to Table dining experience at a local farm. So
many ideas were volleyed around, it’s a wonder we ever settled on an itinerary!
Side note: My apologies to Monie. Once you get me started, I want to try
everything!
Anyway, once Monie got me reigned-in, she got to work speaking with her
network of local friends. When I tell you that she delivered, it is a huge
understatement. Having an impressive background herself, Monie knows other
impressive people, and they all generously jumped in offering activities, contacts,
tours and more.
We truly had the red carpet rolled out in front of us, and I couldn’t have asked for a
better experience (even if the winds on go-home day made us all get up extra
early!). I had the best time and look forward to more of you joining us on the next
one, wherever it may lead us!

Yuma Ninety-Nines Weekend

~Annie Fisher, Lifetime Member, 99s

What an amazing weekend. My good friend Monie Pease, a longtime 99 and all
around amazing woman arranged a Fly-in for SoCal 99’s to come to our historical City
of Yuma.
The Ninety-Nines is an International Organization of Women Pilots, also known as
The 99s, is an international organization that provides networking, mentoring, and
flight scholarship opportunities to recreational and professional female pilots.
We started at Yuma International with Gladys Brown Airport Manager and Gen
Jordi-Grosse, Airport Community Relations to be treated to a delicious lunch served
by Brewer’s Restaurant. Gladys and Gen gave us a behind the scenes tour and took a
moment to pose for a picture in front of the 1929 Womens Air Derby Race
contenders who used Yuma as their first fuel stop. The photo includes Amelia
Earhart and several other famous female aviation pioneers and original founders of
The 99’s.
We were then whisked away by MCAS Airfield Operations Officer Greg McShane
who gave us a first class tour of the base and flight line. The base is gearing up for
WTI so there were plenty of aircraft on the field to see and learn about. One of our
guides was a female helicopter pilot who has transitioned into a fix winged King Air.
(So impressive!) Pat Cooley of Keithly Williams Seeds not only provided
transportation for the group he treated us all to a dinner at his home with more
friends and family. He also made arrangements with our Mayor Doug Nicholls who
joined us Saturday morning and became our tour guide of Historical Downtown
Yuma, The Prison and City Hall where the ladies were treated to seeing The City of
Yuma endurance aircraft and support car plus we went into the chamber and watched
an amazing documentary film of the event that put Yuma on the map for bringing
back to life the MCAS! We then went to The world famous Garden Cafe for lunch
where Debbie Gwynn’s staff worked their magic on service and food.
The ladies rounded out their Historic tour by staying at The Coronado Motor Hotel,
home of the first recorded aircraft landing site in Yuma. Yvonne Peach was “A
Peach” and showed everyone a good time, great food and a gift of a commemorative
belt buckle.
The ladies departed in various aircraft from Million Air Aviation in a Cessna 172 to a
Cessna 414. Everyone was anxious to get in the air due to an upcoming wind advisory
for the area. Several of them were students, some for their private rating and some
working on their instrument rating.

Who Knew Yuma? (So much aviation history?!)

~ by Celia Vanderpool

Yuma is farmland all winter and provides the largest crop of winter lettuce (summer lettuce is grown in Salinas). We
were blown away at all the acres of assorted crops, as far as we could see, with harvesting to be complete before the
searing desert heat begins. Yuma retains priority water rights to the Colorado River, in one of the oldest recorded water
rights agreements, which means California must be a good neighbor. And the crop Seed King had us to his home for
BBQ! What good bounty for us! There was plenty to eat and drink.
This BBQ culminated a day that viewed acres of aircraft on the flightline tour of USMCAS (United States Marine Corps Air
Station) Yuma, established in 1928. https://www.mcasyuma.marines.mil/Unit-Home/ The very next year in 1929, the
first all-women’s air race stopped in Yuma on the second day of the race. The 246th Birthday of the USMC was held at
Yuma November 2021. The very first aircraft to ever land in Arizona, landed in Yuma.
A notable flying vehicle in abundance on the ramp was the CH53 King Stallion heavy lift helicopter, built by LockheedMartin from a Sikorsky design, made especially for the US Marine Corps. This beast has a 36,000-pound external lift
capability and combines power and versatility with no competition, at the present time. Capable of excellent
performance in extreme cold or heat, this helicopter is equally at home in a desert or arctic environment. The MCAS
took delivery of the first of these models in 2020. It can be refueled in flight by a C-130, extending its range and mission
time. (The first aerial refueling record by car was held in Yuma.) It is considered one of the best aircraft in the fleet right
now and is often used for administrative support, or as a critical land and sea-based logistics connector. It seems we saw
ALL of them! Acres of them, more that we saw lettuce heads. And with its weird tail section with a menacing side-rotor
balanced by a large horizontal stabilizer to enable that heavy lifting, they were eye-catching. One of our hostesses, Annie
Fisher, recently added on her helicopter rating!!! I’ll bet she would love to give it a try.

Next a sighting!!! Ospreys – dozens of them! These odd-looking birds were born out of necessity, after a failed mission.
When Operation Eagle Claw was thwarted in the Iran Hostage Crisis (1980), Boeing and Bell joined talent to produce a
DOD request of a multi-mission, vertical takeoff and landing or VTOL, as well as a short field takeoff and landing aircraft

or STOL. The V-22 tilt rotor aircraft has long-range high-speed cruise performance of a turboprop aircraft yet functions
as a conventional helicopter. And ssshhhhhh! The latest models have some top secrets!

As our tour continued along the ramp, we were aware of very few fuel trucks. We asked about keeping all the aircraft
flight ready, and were told there is a 7,000,000 (yeah, that million) gallon tank that is pipeline fed. The source was not
revealed. During the combined forces or Joint Ops exercise that was about to take place, they planned on using at least a
million gallons for that one-to-three-day period of training. Marines, Navy, Airforce, Army and even Coast Guard are
participating in the WTI or Weapons and Tactical Course training exercise.
Moving along, we noticed some older looking jets painted in Russian and other foreign paint schemes and asked about
those. The F5 tigers from the 1960s were a Grumman design, now valuable as an adversary or aggressor squadron. A
supersonic, light, agile fighter aircraft, it is unexpectedly maneuverable. These “adversaries” pop up and surprise our
pilots, then aggressively fly against them in simulated surprise attacks, often resulting in dogfights. Considered tactical
maneuver training, where do we sign up? What fun! On training missions, our U S
pilots never know where they might show up or when they might engage for an
afternoon of intense survival maneuvers. How about when the mission is over, they
are relaxed on the return to base, and maybe low on fuel? That's all part of the fun
on our tax dollars; simulated air to air combat training. Love it.
The tour continued along the about to be de-commissioned Harriers, all the
squadrons are being transitioned to F35 Bs.

The B model has short takeoff and landing capabilities. The Navy C model has, of course, extra beefed-up landing gear to
allow for their pancake landings on carriers. The marine corps is mostly all F35 Bs. The gear still looked pretty beefy. We
loved the ride along the CALA or Combat Aircraft Loading Apron. Ordinance was not being loaded yet, however.

We saw a hush house, which most of us would love to have at home, where it is possible to hold a jet static while
engines run up to full capacity for maintenance checks. People outside hear only low volume noise. Huey’s and Cobras
were nested together as short- and long-range tandem support. Ordinance arrives, maybe even blank payload, to the
various weight and balance configurations, fins or guidance systems can be completed once the mission is defined.

Unbelievable, that they would not let captain Diane or any of us in the cockpit of an F35 with it lit up so we could see the
latest and greatest. The WTI or weapons and tactical course was about to commence and while they still have academic
phase and flight phase they are about to showcase and work in coordination with the other branches of service and with
the new equipment. One item we did see was the newer model C 130 that can refuel two aircraft at once from a Y
shaped gi-normous boom. And we wanted to see and pet the dogs in the military training area. Forbidden, but nice to
know they are there.

Leaving the ramp tour, we saw an odd array of antenna like a stick farm. It appeared to be a close-knit cluster of
antennas, but the capability was astounding. It is still mind boggling to think about the new FOD (Foreign Object
Damage) detectors that have been recently developed and installed at USMC Yuma, to keep our billions of dollars of
investments safe. They are so sensitive; their readings can locate a dead bee on the runway and give the exact
coordinates. Who dropped her phone? In every compass direction, there was an aircraft, or a ghost of Yuma’s aviation
past.

Only 10 pounds??? Yep!

~ by Diane Myers

When Jenn first proposed a weekend fly-in to Yuma I wasn’t too excited. Boy, am I glad that I went –what an amazing
weekend!
My airplane was signed off after its 2 ½ month annual 10 days prior, so I could take several 99s. My crew was Celia, Jenn,
Jin, and Cindy. It’s not a long flight so I didn’t need full fuel, but I asked each person what she plus her purse weighed for
weight and balance. After adding everyone’s total weights, I told them that their luggage could weigh no more than 10
pounds. Jenn had baked a ton of treats as thanks for Yuma people, so she sent most with other pilots.
Since Jenn had just earned her multi-engine rating recently, she was selected to fly right seat. And, to assist with the
preflight of course.

We encountered smooth air at 15,500’ with a 63kt crosswind, which gave us a little push. From takeoff to touchdown,
Palomar – Yuma, the flight lasted only 55 minutes.
We parked at Million Air; and were soon joined by three 172s and their pilots who had flown in from Fullerton, Gillespie,
and Torrance. In the lobby, we met the two amazing ladies who organized everything: Monie Pease and Annie Fisher.
Soon we boarded vans to drive to the terminal where we were warmly greeted by Gladys Brown, Yuma Airport Director,
and Gen Grosse, Airport Community Relations, who gave us a tour of the airport and proudly told us about the history.
Yuma's history of flight dates back to 1911 when Robert Fowler took off from Yuma to set a world's record for
endurance and distance. He entered a Transcontinental Air competition sponsored by William Randolph Hearst.
Originating in Los Angeles, he arrived in Yuma on October 25. Over 2,000 spectators watched the aircraft circle and
make a landing. The next day he succeeded in setting a world's record. In 1925, the Yuma Chamber of Commerce went
to work to secure an airport for Yuma. After two years of negotiations, 40 acres of land were secured from the federal
government. Yuma International Airport (KNYL) is now a joint-use airport with civilian and military flight activity
operated in conjunction with the U.S. Marine Corps via the Marine Corps Air Station Yuma.
On the landing leading upstairs to Brewers Restaurant is a large photo mural of 10 of the 20 contestants in the 1929
Womens’ National Air Derby, including Amelia Earhart. The idea for this mural was sparked by Monie Pease, who
convinced several friends that this would be the perfect location for the
mural to dedicate this waypoint along the flight path of the Derby.
Airport Director Gladys Brown served as producer of the display, which
was finished in three months. Of course, we had to gather for photos in
front of the mural!
Upstairs we were treated to a delicious lunch in Brewers Restaurant by
Gladys Brown and Gen Grosse. What knowledge and enthusiasm these
ladies have for Yuma!

After lunch, we boarded a bus outside the terminal to drive to the other side of the field for a personalized tour of the
Marine base, which was conducted by Greg McShane, MCAS Airfield Operations Officer. As a joint-use civilian-military
airport, MCAS Yuma shares airfield facilities with Yuma International Airport and occupies approximately 3,000 acres,
most of which is flat desert.

~Read Celia Vanderpool’s story about the aircraft on the flight line. (She is our resident military aircraft specialist.)~
Following the base tour, we were driven to Pat Cooley’s “barn” for a special Yuma BBQ. Pat is CEO of Keithly Williams
Seeds, which has been known as a major western vegetable seed distributor for almost 40 years. Kelly Keithly, founder,
was the epitome of hard work and built Keithly-Williams Seeds from the ground into the amazing company it is today. In
the 1980s, Kelly pioneered the advancement of hybrid seeds and what we now know as the standard vegetable seed
distribution model in North America. Keithly Williams also distributes seeds in the Salinas Valley.
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A few of us cut out early to go to the hotel, while the others stayed and socialized . . .
Saturday morning after breakfast we boarded the bus for a tour of Yuma with
Mayor Doug Nichols on board as our guide. First stop was the Five Point
Interpretive Plaza, where a massive 1907 Baldwin steam locomotive is located on
the exact spot where the first train entered the Arizona Territory in 1877. Sixteen
colorful panels describe how, over the centuries, people crossed the once mighty
Colorado River at Yuma. It also preserves the concrete pivot on which the original
swing-span bridge turned to allow steamships to pass on the river which – before
dams were built and water diverted to LA, Phoenix, and Las Vegas.

The Ocean-to-Ocean Bridge is a through truss bridge spanning the Colorado River in Yuma, Arizona. Built in 1915, it was
the first highway crossing of the lower Colorado and is the earliest example of a through truss bridge in Arizona. It is also
the only example of a Pennsylvania truss within Arizona.

After taking group photos, we boarded the bus for a short ride to the Yuma Territorial Prison, which was established in
1875. No longer used as a prison, it is a living museum of the Old West. The prison opened in 1876 when the first seven
prisoners were locked in the cells that they themselves hacked from the granite hillside. Over the decades, the prison
held 3,069 prisoners – including 29 women – inside its granite and adobe cells.

Next stop City Hall to see the endurance airplane and the car that helped keep it refueled in the air in 1949. In October
of 1949, their "City of Yuma" (N1156H, an Aeronca Sedan, AC-15, 145-hp Continental engine) went on to set the world
endurance record -- more than 46 days aloft! The distance traveled was equivalent to circumnavigating the world
roughly every thirteen days. Adventurous couples may blushingly admit to joining the “Mile High Club,” but during a sixweek stretch in 1949, two Arizona pilots and their wives routinely performed an arguably more risqué romantic feat in
full view of onlookers. Flying their single-engine plane a few yards above the 5,000 foot-long runway at the Yuma
airport, pilots Woody Jongeward and Bob Woodhouse mastered the trick of pulling alongside a 1948 Buick convertible,
which was floored to 80 miles per hour. Whichever aviator was off-duty at the time would then dangle from the plane to
kiss his wife, who was standing atop a platform in the speeding vehicle. Their brief amorous displays signaled the end of
another successful resupply of the airplane known as the City of Yuma. After N1156H napped for half a century from its

record-setting duty, spanning some 18 owners, the “City of Yuma” has been restored to its near-1949 mint condition.
(The plane’s resurrectors recovered the aviation relic in 1997 from a farm in Minnesota.)
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Inside the council chambers we were shown a film detailing the flight and the restoration of the airplane.
From City Hall we walked two short blocks to the Garden Café and enjoyed lunch in
their covered patio. Much to our surprise, our tabs were again picked up by our
hosts!
Then we were back to the Coronado Hotel for a couple of hours of R&R. Some
relaxed around the pool and celebrated their recent achievements: Private, Multi,
IFR, solo.
Saturday evening, we gathered in the Yuma Landing Restaurant and Lounge. There
are three main sections of the Yuma Landing and all of them reflect the history of Yuma, in particular the aviation
history. If you want to learn about the colorful past of Yuma Arizona, you need go
no further than the Coronado Motor Hotel and Yuma Landing built by John and
Yvonne Peach. Yvonne is a collector. If you’re looking for Yuma memorabilia, she’s
your go-to woman. When Yuma celebrated its centennial a few years back,
Yvonne contributed 240 photos for the exhibit at the museum. She would have
provided more, she said, but she’d just broken her leg and she was on crutches.
The walls are covered with historic photos. The finale for the evening was Yvonne
Peach, herself, who gave each of us a limited-edition belt buckle commemorating Fowler’s landing in 1911 and the
subsequent 75 years of aviation in Arizona.

After two fun-filled days of history and camaraderie, we decided we needed to depart Yuma Airport early Sunday
morning to avoid gusty dusty winds.

The Fullerton ladies left the hotel around 5:30am and were airborne at 6:38 because another pilot had reserved the
airplane for a 9am flight review. Their route of flight took them east of the Salton Sea toward the Banning Pass where
they planned to fly under the clouds. However, partway through the pass, as the ceiling lowered, they decided the safer
route would be above the clouds. So, they turned back toward KPSP and climbed to 10,500’ to fly over the clouds. They
landed just 5 minutes after 9am with a total flight time 2:32.
The rest of us boarded the bus at 6:30am for the airport.

The Gillespie 99s filed IFR (training), departed Yuma at 8am, landed at 9:24am, with a total flight time 1:24.
The Torrance airplane had a crew of three: one new Private Pilot, one new Instrument pilot, and one CFII. They
departed at 8:20am, flew toward the coast near OCN, had to file IFR to descend through clouds, then continued VFR to
Torrance where they flew a practice ILS. Total flight time 2:16.
We departed Yuma at 8:15am, stayed at 6,500’ to avoid headwinds, climbed to 10,500’ to cross JLI where I received an
IFR clearance to Palomar. We descended through several thin layers of clouds and flew the ILS approach. Cindy had just
earned her Instrument rating in a Sling2, which is not certified in clouds, so this was her first flight through clouds. Total
flight time 1:05.
As all who fly with me know, after parking at the hangar, their jobs are to clean the bottom of the engines and remove
bugs. Jenn and Cindy did a great job underneath, and Jin got all the bugs off. (Celia and I supervised.)

h n b an integral and much more significant part of our business. It has also become a
much larger and diverse

company that addresses
and helps answer many of
our customers growing
needs. Our nursery and
fabrication divisions are

continuing to expand
every day and KW can no
longer be considered just
a seed company. In partnership with our suppliers,
our mission is to provide more of a packaged or

Accelerate - Stop Distance
If you ever progress to a multi-engine rating, you will most likely find the “accelerate-stop distance” in the POH (Pilot’s
Operating Handbook) for the aircraft you will fly. Chances are also pretty good that you won’t have ever seen that number
in the POH of the single-engine airplanes you’ve been flying, as this number seems to be reserved for heavier and more
complex airplanes. However, that doesn’t mean it’s useless for single engine airplanes. What is this number and what’s it
good for anyway? Well, read on and I’ll clue you in on something you might want to find out about the airplane(s) you
normally fly. I had the need to know this information sometime back and because I did, I was able to fly my Cardinal to
safety.
“Accelerate – Stop Distance” is just what you’d think - the runway distance you would need to accelerate to rotation speed
plus the distance you would need in order to stop the aircraft if you close the throttle and apply the brakes instead of
continuing the takeoff. That distance will change depending on the total weight of the aircraft and the
density altitude. Runway surface and slope also come into it, as well as the wind. You know that from
your ground school classes when they gave you those great graphs (some of which you had to read with a
magnifying glass) and tables (most of which you had to interpolate) so you could to compute take-off
distance based on all sorts of scenarios.
Take-off is one of the most critical phases of flight. The aircraft is close to the ground with high power and
low airspeed. If anything goes wrong, the ground may - as the old adage goes - “rise up and smite thee”. Chances are
really good that you’ll never have a problem, but safety is about being ready for those unexpected “gotchas” that ARE
within the realms of the possible.
So, what can you do if you find yourself in a situation where you need to know your accelerate-stop distance? There are a
couple of ways to find out. One is to use your Pilot’s Operating Handbook (POH) to look up the important information.
You’ll need to find out your takeoff run distance for the weight and wind that you have. You’ll also need the landing
distance. Depending on the amount of data that is provided, you may need to make some interpolation and conservative
estimates. Don’t forget those numbers were taken when professional test pilots were flying and as they say, “your mileage
may vary”. My personal policy is to add some healthy margins - I’m NO test pilot, nor do I want to be!
The other way to determine your accelerate-stop distance is to do a little empirical data gathering on your own and come
up with a pretty good idea of how much runway you need. The problem with this is it’s something you will need to
practice BEFORE you actually need it for real. Sometime when you can find an uncrowded, long runway, do a little
accelerate - stop practice for the aircraft you normally fly. Begin your takeoff as normal, but at the point of liftoff, pull the
throttle back to idle and see how long it takes you to smoothly and quickly bring the aircraft to a complete stop. Take
note of your airspeed indicator at liftoff if you can so that you can compare it to the POH value. It will give you an idea of
how close to “book values” your airplane flies.
And when would you use this information? Most likely in situations where any of the following may apply IF you have a
problem during your takeoff roll: the runway may not be all that long or it may have a slope or be unpaved, or the aircraft
is at or near max takeoff weight, or there may be high density altitude, or the wind may not be favorable. Any of these in
adverse proportions may extend your accelerate-stop distance a bit too far beyond the margin of safety you feel
comfortable with. As I stated previously, I once needed to know this for a rather unusual reason; and, all the rain we’ve
had this season has reminded me of that.
Because of the torrential rain and subsequent flooding at the Corona airport back in 2010, my plane was trapped at the
east end (which is 17 ft. higher than the west end) with a lot other planes. There was a lot more rain in the forecast and
the water level at the airport threatening to go up much higher than it had been for the previous week. Corona was
within 4 feet of the entire airport going under water for over a week. There was great risk in continuing to leave the
airplane where it was. The City and the Airport Manager decided to open up the available dry runway (nearly 1000 ft.) for
departures. Many aircraft were already flying out safely. After consulting my POH and making the
needed estimates with personal safety margins, I determined that I had just enough runway length
available for accelerate-stop distance. I chose a spot – right at the east windsock - that I estimated was
right about at the 500 ft. I calculated I would need for takeoff. As it turned out, that’s just where the
Cardinal left the ground. However, if it hadn’t, I still would have been able to close the throttle and stop
before I ran into any water. And, yes, as you may imagine, I removed everything I could from the airplane to ensure it
was as light as possible. I also did a very careful pre-flight runup, looking for any possible reason to discontinue. Safety
is the name of the game in such a situation.
Knowing your limitations can help you in making smart “go/no go” decisions. Once you get a fair idea of how long it
takes to accelerate and then stop, you will make smarter decisions about whether it is safe to depart or better to wait until
conditions improve.
Have a safe flight and remember that take-offs are optional and landings are not!
Claudia Ferguson, Safety, SFV 99s FAA Accident Prevention Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2019

WHAT PILOT HEAVEN MUST LOOK LIKE

In the Blue Ridge Mountains, near Asheville,
NC, is Mountain Air, a private airport with a
close-knit pilot community. The 2,875-foot
mountaintop runway, at 4,400 feet, is the
highest east of the Mississippi.
h ps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3pXxUrrsrYM&t=5s
~Diane Ti erington-Machado

Happy April Birthdays!
7 Sanjal Gavande
9 Alex Strand
11 Esther Horn
17 Emi Kennedy
20 Taylor Wilson
22 Jennifer Walinowicz
23 Katie Kirby
24 Carol Tierney
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to us at OCNinetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines
Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
Join Us Online
Chapter Website - https://oc99s.org/
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization
of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS®
promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our
unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

